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Abstract

The key to analyzing the value chain is understanding the activities within the institution that create a
competitive advantage, and then managing those activities better than other institutions in the industry. Porter
suggested that the activities of a business can be grouped under two headings (1) : primary activities, those that
are directly involved with the physical creation and delivery of the product or service; and support activities,
which feed both into primary activities and into each other. Support activities (e.g., human resource management,
technology development) are not directly involved in production, but have the potential to increase effectiveness
and efficiency. It is rare for an organization to undertake all primary and support activities. Value chain analysis
is thus a means for examining internal processes and identifying value activities .Each value activity incurs costs,
generates revenues, and ties up assets. After identifying the value chain and its strategic and non-strategic
activities, one must assign operating costs, revenues, and assets to individual activities. The accounting system
should be designed to accomplish this task. One technique developed to aid the process of allocating costs to the
appropriate value chain activities cost is activity-based costing (ABC).
I present here the value chain analysis for Global Defence R&D industry. DRDO also typically follows same value
chain.The non-occupancy areas of DRDO in this chain are marked in red.
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Major Work Types of DRDO

Major Work Types of DRDO The work types form a spectrum from ’blue skies’ research to the application of existing
knowledge:

1. Basic research - where the end use is not defined

2. Applied strategic research - where the product underpins a broad area of application (generates new
knowledge)

3. Applied specific research - where the product addresses a specific area of application (utilizes new know-how
to provide tools and techniques)

4. Development - where existing know-how and research products are drawn together to address a specific issue.
This includes the application of existing products to new areas (technology transfer)

5. Training - updates users on existing knowledge, know-how and best practice.

If the work types falling into a category at the basic research end of the spectrum (1), may have to wait till the end
of the project to specify the implementation plan, whereas work types at the development end of the spectrum (4)
can generally have clear implementation plans from the start of the project.
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Value Chain Analysis

Value Chain Analysis is a three-step (2) process:

1. Activity Analysis : The first step to take is to brainstorm the activities that the individuals, the team or
the company undertakes that in some way contribute towards your customers experience.

At an organizational level, this will include the step-by-step business processes that one uses to serve the
customer Michael Porter calls these “Primary Activities ”. These will include marketing of one’s products
or services; sales and order-taking; operational processes; delivery; support; and so on (this may also involve
many other steps or processes specific to one’s industry).This will also involve other things as well (Porters
“Support Activities ”. For example :-

• How to recruit people with the skills to give the best service;

• How to motivate oneself or the team to perform well;

• How to keep up-to-date with the most efficient and effective techniques;

• How to select and develop the technologies that give the edge; and

• How to get feedback from customer on how we are doing, and how we can improve further.

Once we have brainstormed the activities which add value for our company, we list them.

2. Value Analysis : Now, for each activity we have identified, we list the “Value Factors”- the things that our
customers value in the way that each activity is conducted. For example, in case of a telephone order-taking
process, the customer will value a quick answer to his or her call; a polite manner; efficient taking of order
details; fast and knowledgeable answering of questions; and an efficient and quick resolution to any problems
that arise. If were thinking about delivery of a professional service, our customer will most likely value an
accurate and correct solution; a solution based on completely up-to-date information; a solution that is clearly
expressed and easily actionable; and so on. Next to each activity we have identified, we then write down these
Value Factors. And next to these, we write down what needs to be done or changed to provide great value for
each value factor.

3. Evaluation and Planning : By the time we have completed our Value Analysis, we’ll probably be fired up
for action: we’ll have generated plenty of ideas for increasing the value we deliver to customers. And if we
could deliver all of these, our service could be fabulous! So firstly, we pick out the quick, easy, cheap wins go
for some of these, as this will improve the team’s spirits. Then we screen the more difficult changes. Some may
be impractical. Others will deliver only marginal improvements, but at great cost. we drop these.And then we
prioritize the remaining tasks and plan to tackle them in an achievable, step-by-step way that delivers steady
improvement at the same time that it keeps our teams enthusiasm going.
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